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Introduction

Experimental Results

Proposed Approach

1. Visualization results on ImageNet dataset

DNN interpretation techniques can be grouped into three categories [1]:
• Design

interpretable network architectures
• Post-hoc interpret a pre-trained model
• Post-hoc explain a prediction of a pre-trained model
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In this paper, we provide post-hoc explanation for predictions
made by DNNs in order to promote the interpretability of DNNs.

Motivation
l0

Subnetwork of a DNN maps input xa to a representation f (xa)
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via Guided feature inversion
The expected inversion input is reformulated as the weighted sum of
the original image xa and another noise background image p:
Φ(xa, m) = xa
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Linversion(xa, ω) = kf (Φ(xa, ω)) − f (xa)k + γ · kωk1,

Interpretation
We further use target neuron in the output layer to make the final
interpretation results class-discriminative:
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Motivations based on feature inversion [2]
• DNN

compresses the input information as the layer goes deeper
• Inversion reveals the amount of information contained in a layer
• Leverage the inversion of deep representations to derive more
accurate interpretations

• Regularization

by Utilizing Intermediate Layers
We build the weight mask m as the weighted sum of the channels at
a specific layer l1:
X
l1
m = ωifi (xa).
(4)
i

Leveraging the integration of the intermediate activation values as
masks, we further lower the possibility to produce artifacts and
increase the optimization efficiency.
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2. Quantitative Evaluation
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the localization performance by applying the generated saliency
maps to weakly supervised object localization tasks.

We use perceptual loss to minimize the representation difference
between the original input xa and the inverted input Φ(xa, m):
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